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Dear Harvest Partner,
We have received letters and e-mails thanking us for the large shipment that we have sent of Bibles, prophetic
sermon books, CD’s and DVD’s and a very large number of scrolls for Bible study. They express their sincere gratitude
and thank God for the prophetic material and said they are praying for the group that God used to finance this project.
“The Lord gave the Word: great was the company of those that published it!” Ps. 68:11 – And now a prophetic
message from Neal Frisby’s library.
The Prophet Foretells – He sees an intriguing swift age, mysterious and flashing lights! Nah. 2:4, The chariots shall
rage in the streets, they shall jostle one against another in the broad ways: they shall seem like torches, they shall
run like the lightnings. – “Shall rage in the streets,” – he viewed the screeching of tires, roaring of motors and the
drivers that were mad (horn beepers) at one another, as we see so today! Just lately U.S. News magazine portrayed on
its front cover a car with a man in it entitled, Road Rage! The prophet saw jostling; they were bumper to bumper in
the large broadways! The torches he saw, the red tail lights! Run like the lightnings – he saw the fast last day
modern cars! – We even have electric cars. Lightnings also take in the computer electric controlled highways that they
are bringing into view now! When he saw rage he also saw the impatience and trends of society. vr. 3 shows it was a
time of the invention of the atomic power and catastrophic earthquakes. – “This was to occur in the generation the
Lord was to return in!” What an hour! Be ye also ready!
The Ancient and Last Day Babylon – The prophet had just revealed the chariots (cars of our day). It was in her rise
to great power! It was also again in our inventive electronic age, Nah. 3:4, “Because of the multitude of the
whoredoms of the well-favored harlot, the mistress of witchcrafts, that selleth nations through her whoredoms, and
families through her witchcrafts.” (This represents the last day church.) Now we leap forward to modern Babylon!
We see her finality culminates into witchcraft and sorcery! “Well-favored” – She was adorned and all nations desired
her and heaped treasures upon her! (Rev. 17:1-5) For she allowed all types of vice! But her end is seen as a gazing stock
burning with fire (vr. 16). – She was also associated to the materialistic (Rev. 18:13) – Commercial Babylon, horrible
condition of both physical and spiritual fornication! – “Evidently Babylon will cross over into the next century but
will be destroyed at God’s appointed time!” Even now both chapters of Rev. 17 and 18 are connected to the
underworld of evil. (Editor’s Note: The Illuminati’s are in complete control of the music and entertainment world. The
Masons and the Bilderbergers are in control of the political and financial world. This only shows us that time is very
short! – The President announced a worldwide opioid epidemic leading to a major drug problem. Now let us see
what Brother Frisby described a few years back.)
“The word pharmacy is derived from the Greek word ‘Pharmakeus,’ or sorcery! Rev. 9:21, neither repented they
of their murders, nor of their sorceries (Pharmakeus)!” – The definition of this word signified the use of drugs, spells,
poisoning and witchcraft. In sorcery drugs are often used in appealing to occult influences allowing demon powers to
possess them, causing them to do weird and strange things! “Some are not noticing it because the medical profession
tries to control it, but it is the same as voodoo pills!” – Yes, the Pharmakeus sorcerers are among the nations. And by
the time the anti-Christ comes upon the scene to give his mark, evidently a very large percentage of the people will
be drugged or under the spell of the satanic charmer in his various wizardries! (II Thess. 2:4 - 12) “All of this will be
mixed with idols, drugs and sex worship concerning certain images of lust!” During the Roman Empire whole cities
were devoted to the worship of the goddess Diana! Paul confronted this love and sex goddess, Diana (Acts 19:35)
wherein sexual activities were allowed in the Temple as they worshipped the vulgar gods of super sensuality, orgies
and debauchery! And even some Temples they were allowed to use serpents with their ritualistic orgies!
Futuristic Fulfillment – Daniel saw an amazing fantastic era! – Dan. 12:4, wherein it says, knowledge shall increase
and they shall run to and fro! He saw worldwide mobilization running to and fro (aerial and ground, etc.) The
prophet saw super knowledge increase to its peak concerning every invention! The prophet said in another Scripture
that the age would close out with a flood of events! End quote. (The August 21st total solar eclipse was spectacular and
watched by more people than ever in world history. Severe weather and earthquakes are almost daily.)
This month I am releasing a wonderful book called “Fire On Carmel” and also a DVD “The Future Fantasy World.”
This is a short note of appreciation and I personally want to thank you for all your efforts concerning this ministry.
May His richest blessings be upon you!
Your Brother in Christ,

All three CD’s ($15.00 donation)
“Prophetic Questions – The Future”
“Prophetic Wonders – Startling Facts”
“Divine Love – Supreme!”

DVD release: “The Future Fantasy World”
Also available: “God Calculates”
P.O. Box 20707
($20.00 donation each)
Phoenix, AZ 85036
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